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A perennially litigious area of the law of negligence is that dealing 

with builders' liability. The recent High Court decision in Bryan v 

Maloney 1
, in recognising builder's liability to future owners of dwellings, 

for economic loss caused by structural flaws, illustrates the extent to 
which this is {X>tentially one of the most expansive areas of the law. This 

commentary focuses on the joint judgment of Mason CJ, Deane and 

Gaudron JJ: Toohey J delivered a separate, essentially concurring opinion, 

whilst Brennan J dissented strongly. After considering the judgments in 
some detail, we argue that this case can be seen as a continuation of a 

trend in appellate court treatment of negligence: the protection of the 
consumer interests of those private or civilian plaintiffs who could be said 

to be vulnerable by reason of a practical absence of adequate means of 

self-protection in their dealings with expert or specialist suppliers of 

goods or services. 

In Bryan v Maloney the defendant-appellant Bryan, was a professional 

builder. He had built a house in Law1ceston which had been occupied by 

several owners prior to its purchase by the plaintiff-respondent, Maloney. 

Maloney had who inspected the house three times before purchasing it. 

Maloney noticed no cracks in the walls or other defects and considered the 

house to be a 'good solid house' which she thought had been built 
properly. However, about six months after the purchase, cracks began to 

appear in the walls of the house. 

* Lecturer in Law, QUT Justice Studies, and Associate Lecturer, Griffith
Law Faculty respectively.
(1995) 128 ALR 163; (1995) 69 ALJR 375. References are to the ALR.
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Proceedings were instituted in negligence against Bryan in the 
Supreme Court of Tasmania, and Wright J found in Maloney's favour, 
awarcting damages of $34,464.68, to remedy the inadequate footings and 
consequential ciamage to the fabric of the house. Bryan's appeal to the 
Full Court of the Supreme Court of Tasmania was unarlimously 
clisrnissed, anci his appeal to the High Court was rejected 4-1. On appeal, 
a number of matters were common ground: (a) Bryan was negligent in 
huilhng the house with inaclequate footings; (b) Maloney's danlage was 
the economic loss involved in the ciecrease in the value of the house 
resulting from the inadequacy of tlle footings and the consequent 
structural damage; (c) Maloney sustaineci that cianage when the 
inaciequacy of the ftx)tings first becane manifest (i.e. when cracks 
appeareci in the walls of the house after she had purchased it); anci (d) the 
clarnage was a foreseeable consequence of Bryan's negligence. 

The fact situation epitornises tlle competing tensions between economic 
loss and ecc.)nc.)mic reality. Mason CJ, Deane and Gaudron JJ begin their 
consideration ('the joint judgment') with the renlulder of what they see as 
"two elistinct policy  consideration^"^ that Inay militate against recognition 
of a relationship of proximity in cases involving mere economic loss. The 
first is the law's classic concern to avoid the imposition of liability "in an 
indeterminate arnc.)unt for an indetenninate time to an indeterminate 
cl&cs.""econd is the economic systenl as an ideal whole, given that: 

[I]n a competitive world where one person's econornic gain is 
corrunonly mother's loss, a duty to take reasonable caire to 
avoid causing Inere econornic loss to another, as distinct from 
physical injury to another's person or property. may k 
inconsistent with co~n~nunity sutnd:u.ds in relation to what is 
ordin:uily legitimate in the pursuit of personal :idvanc~ge.~ 

The comhinecl effect of these two elistinct policy considerations is that 
where mere econo~nic loss is sought, the categories of case in which the 

Id at 166. 
I Id at 166 referring to liltrurnures Cor,r)orc~tion v Touche (1931) 174 N E  441 at 

444 per Cnrdozo CJ. 
4 Irrl at 166, referring to Jo~nsch v Cofft~y (1984) 155 CLK at 578; Sutherlund Shire 

Council v Hcyr~~r in  (19x5) 157 CLK at 503. 
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requisite relationship of proximity is to be found are "properly to be seen 
as special."5 

The joint judgment emphasises the pivotal part played by proximity h l  
detemlining whether a duty of care exists in such situations, given that 
there was no High Court precedent determining the liability of a builder to 
a subsequent owner. The path to resolution of that issue is expressed in 
terms of the factual components of the relevant category of relationship 
and the identification of any applicable policy considerations - a question 
of law to be resolved by the ordinary processes of legal reasoning, in the 
context of the existence or absence of proximity in comparable situations. 

Concurrent Duties and the Relevance of Contract 

In exmining comparable situations, the joint judgment turns first to 
the issue of concurrent duties in cc.)ntract and tort. Hawkins v claytc.)n6 is 
cited as confirmation that there are no acceptable grounds for limiting the 
ortlinary liabilities in negligence simply because the defendant was 
contracting to give services as part of a "skilled ~alling."~ Buttressing this 
is tiit; unanimous Supreme Court of Canada opinion delivered by Le Dain 
J in Central Trust Co v Rafuse8 that the common law duty of care created 
by a relationship of sufficient proximity is not confined to relationships 
that arise apart frc.)m contract. Rafme provides persuasive authority for 
the links that exist between the fact or absence of a contract ancl tortious 
liability, and recognises that a duty may be created by a relationship of 
proximity that would not have arisen had there not been a contractual 
dealing. In Bryan v Maloney, whilst there was no contract between the 
subsequent owner and the builder, the relationship of proximity was 
primarily founded on the relationship established by virtue of the original 
building contract (with the first owner) and the work the builder was to 
perform under that c~ntract .~ 

Id at 166. 
h (1988) 164 CLK per Mason CJ and Wilson J at 543 and Deane J at 575. 
7 (1995) 128 ALK 163 at 167, referring tc.) Voli v Ingltwood Shirr Council (1963) 

110 CLK 74 at 84 per Windeyer J. 
"1986) 31 DLK (4th) at 521-522. 

(1995) 128 ALK 163 at 169. 
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Recognising that a builder owes a clear duty for the physical safety of 
those for whom tlle house is built, (both in contract and negligence) is not, 
however, the sane as recognising a duty for mere economic loss. Their 
Honours also resolve this hypothetical issue in favour of original owners, 
asserting that the policy considerations which underlie the reluctance of 
the courts to recog~ise a relationship of proximity and a consequent cluty 
of care in cases of mere econon~ic loss are inapplicable to these 
relationships. Again, the issue is related back to the original building 
contract: liability caru~ot be in XI indeterminate anlount if danage to a 
single structure is conc.emec1. As there is a cluty to avoicl physical injury 
to the owner's person or property, there is "no real question of 
inconsistency"'" between the existence of a relationship of proximity 
concerning structural danage a ~ d  the legitimate pursuit by the builder of 
his or her own financial interests." 

In previous cases involving defective structures, many courts have 
d~stinguished between "ordinary physical datnage to a house by some 
external cause" a ~ d  ' he re  economic loss in the foml of diminution in 
value of a house when the inadequacy of its footings first becomes 
nltuufest by consequent damage to its fabric."12 The joint judgment notes 
that this distinction "has only recently attained general acceptance"" anti 
is "an essentially teclu~ical one."14 

A Duty to Subsequent (.)wners 

The relationship of proximity is however seen to extend beyond that 
between builder alcl original owner and to also exist, "[alt least prima 
facie" between the builder and persons other than that first owner, 
including a ~ y  subsequent owner who might sustain physical irljury to 
person or property as a consequence i)f collapse of the inadequate 

I0 I d  at 169. 
" l t l  at 170. 
12 111' at 169. " I d  at 169, noting the cc.)ntrary view of L a d  Wilherforce in Anns v Merron London 

Borough Council [I9781 AC at 759 to the effect that "the correct classification of 
the damage in a case such as the present was not economic loss but 'material, 
physical darnage"'. 

l 4  I d  at 169. 171. 



footings.'"~he relationship in question here is seen to corresponcl to that 
between tile architect ancl the injured plaintiff in Voli v lnglrwood Shire 
~ o u n c i l . ' ~ ~ r o x i m i t ~  is found in the connecting link wtuch the house 
represents, as an enduring object, at the heart of the relationship of builder 
to honle owner, and which was intended to be so enduring (remernbering 
that a house woulcl ordinarily be bought and sold on the block on which it 
was erected). The fact that often, a residential house is the most 
significant purchase an orciinary citizen makes, is cited to further buttress 
this conclusion. That the property involved was built as a penllarlent 
residential dwelling is said to constitute "an important consideration" 
supporting a fimling of proximity. That being so, tile joint juclgnlent 
empliasises that tile decision is "not clirectly decisive of tlie question 
whether a relevant relationship of proximity exists in other categories of 
case-17, Yet it is unclear why this factor should affect proximity (short of 

a clai~li that only residential home purchasers reasonably rely on 
~ssumptions about the special skill and expertise of the builder of a 
structure). Why would the relationship of proximity between a builder of 
a commercial property m c l  a subsequent owner-investor he clifferent'! It 
tnay be, however, that categorisation of a case as involving a resiclential, 
owner occupied dwelling may be of some weight in negativing any policy 
arguments in favour of the builder (such as tlie cost of insurarice, fainless 
of the risk allocation and possible inlpact on the builciirlg inelustry). This 
may be because an ordinary residential owner-occupier wc~uld he less well 
placed to know about or afforcl insurance for latent defects, and it nlay be 
seen as fairer to allocate such risk to the huilder, who has an ongoing 
professional involvement in the industry, whereas the average resident 
only t~casionally purchases a home, and does so with considerations of 
suitability of size, locatio~i and price (given their family, work and 

IS Id at 170. Their Honours add the qualification that this extends tc.) such persons, 
including Maloney, who might sustain injury while they or their property were 
lawfully in the house or in it.? vicinity. 

I h (1963) 110 CLK 74 at 85, per Windeyer J concluding that there was nu reason 
why a contractual exclusion c.)f liability should necessarily protect a professional 
(architect) from negligence liability to a persc.)n who was a stranger tc.1 that 
con tract. 

" (1995) 128 ALK 163 at 174. 
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budgetary needs) rather than an eye to eye to any engineering or 
co~lstruction factors. 

The lapse of time between co11c;tsuction and the subsequent purchase 
alcl manifestation of darnage (which may be many years or ciecades) clc~s 
not, of itself, deny proximity: the duty survives, ant1 extends to all 
reasonably foreseeable future owners. After all, the negligent 
co~~stsuction is most likely to o111y 111ruifest itself after several years, and 
given a society or relative mobility, changes in ownership are to be 
expected in that time. When the economic loss is eventually sustained, 
given that there is no intervening negligence or other causative event, the 
causal proximity the builder's lack of reaso~lable care and the loss is 
unextinguished by either lapse of time or change of ownership. 

The joint judgment deals quite succinctly with the contrary view that 
prevailed in the House of Lords in I )  & F Estates Ltd v Church 
~ornrnissionrrs'~ ancl Murphy v Brentwood District ~or~ncil.'"n those 
cases, the House of Lords co~lsidered that a builder's liability under the 
law of negligence clid not extend to compensating either the first or my 
subsequent owner for eco~lomic loss sustaineel when inadequate footir~gs 
of a huilcling later nlarlifested itself ill the form of damage to the fabric of 
the building. These cases are seen to rest upo11: 

[A]  narrower view of the scope of the modern law of 
negligence and a Inore rigid co~npartrnentalisation of contract 
;uld tort than is acceptable under the law of this country.2" 

Rather, the co~lclusion that a duty of care is owecl for mere economic 
loss to subsequent owners is supportecl by persuasive ~ r u ~ a d i a n ~ '  and 

I' [l989] AC 177. 
[I9911 1 AC 398. 

3) (1995) 128 ALK 163 at 173. " Ici at 174, referring to Winnipq Condominium Corp. No. 36 v Bird Construction 
Co. Ltci. unreported, 26/1/95, a decision of the Supreme Court of Canada 
delivered by La Forest J,  not accepting the approach tc.1 the relationship between 
contract and tort actopted hy  the House trf Lords in D & F Estotes and Murphy hut 
adopting a similar approach to that accepted in Brycm v Molonry. The decision of 
the Full Court of the Supreme Court of Tasmania in the instant case was referred 
to  with al7proval hy La Forest J in Winnipex Condontiniurn.,. 
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New Zealand authority22 and by 'the weight of' recent decisions in the 
Supreme Courts in ~ u s t r a l i a ' . ~ ~  It is also supported by some United 
States cases although it is acknowledged that the United States courts 
have not "spoken with concordant voices"; rather, the trend in that 
country is "to recognise liability to a subsequent purchaser but to base it 
upon a transferable warranty of habitability (not requiring privity)" rather 
than upon the principles of ordinary negligence.% 

Nor t lc~s the joint judgment consider it legitimate to claim, as matter 
of policy, that the sanctity of contract or the compartmentalisation of the 
law requires that liability under ordinary negligence principles should be 
excludecl as between parties in a contractual relationship, (given that the 
contract does not explicitly limit or exclucle negligence liability), or indeed 
that liability to tllirti parties such as a subsequent owner should be 
exclucled or moclifiecl simply because the acts complained of (e.g. the 
shoddy builcling work) were done, at the time, under a contract for 
services. The "law of this country [knows] no such policy."25 Rather, 
since assumed responsibility and reasonable reliance are together common 
indicia of the sort of proximity which gives rise to a duty of care to avoid 
Inere economic loss, the joint judgment sees "strong reasons" for finding a 
relevant relationship of proximity between a builder such as Bryan and a 
first owner, since the relationship is characterised by an assumption o f  
responsibility (by the builder) arid concornitant, known and reasonable 
reliance (by the owner). The same reasoning is said to apply to the 
builder's relationship with subsequent owners, albeit that they are not 
personally knowable at the time of construction. 

" Id at 174, referring in particular to Btrwen v Purum)unt Builders [I9771 1 NZLK 
394; Mt Albert Borough Council v Johnson [I9791 2 NZLK 234; Askin v Knox 
[I9891 1 NZLK 248. '' Id at 174, referring to Nutionul Mutuul L$ii Associcrtion of Austrulusia Ltd. v 
Coffc~y & Purtnc~rs Pty. Ltd. [I9911 2 Qd K 401; Opat v Nutionul Mutuul Lqe 
[1992] 1 VK 283; Lowckn v Lewis [I9891 Tas K 254; Brumby v Peurton (1991) 10 
R C L  201; Mic.11 v Hutjopoulos (1987) 4 R C L  226. 

'4 Id at 174, referring to Burnc~s v Mar Brown unct Cowipcmny Inc. (1976) 342 N E  
(2d) 6 19; Moxley v Lurcuriie Buildc~rs Inc. (1 979) 600 F' 2d 733; Tcrlinde v Nec~ly 
(1980) 271 SE 2d at 768-769; Blugg v Fred Hunt Co. Inc. (1981) 612 SW 2d 321; 
Rc.durowic,z v Ohlenu'orf (1982) 441 NE 2d 324; Guptcl v Ritter Homes Inc. 
(1 983) 646 SW 2d 168; L<.mnpke v Dagencmis (1988) 547 A 2d 290. 

" Id at 170. 
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The joint judgment however ends on a cautionary note, ernphasising 
that the ciecision turned upon the particular kind of economic loss 
involved. This is characterised as "the climinution in value of a house 
when the inaclequacy of its ftn)tings first hecomes manifest by reason of 
consequent clamage to the fabric of the l ~ o u s e . " ~  Bryan v Maloney does 
not necessarily detennine tile question whether a relationship of proximity 
exists between the manufacturer and the purchaser or subsequent owner 
of, say, a chattel in respect of the ctiminution in the value of the chattel 
sustained when a latent defect in it first becomes ~nan i fes t~~ .  

In a separate judgment, Justice Tooley also found against the builder, 
placing considerable emphasis upon the relationship of proximity as the 
cornerstone of negligence, citing the recent High Court decision in Burnie 
Port Authority v General Jones Pty ~ t d , ~ *  which emphasised that the 
practical utility of proximity lies in understanding and identifying the 
categories of case in which a duty of care will arise. 

Toohey J considers in some detail the "ciifficult" tsaclitional clistinction 
between pure economic loss and economic loss consequent on physical 
clamage negligently caused to property, a difficult clistinction which has 
plagued the huiltling cases. Rather than seeking to establish watertight rc 
priori clistinctions, Toohey J says that ultimately the question is one of 
"recoverability in particular circumstances, rather tllarl the alltcation of 
the circurnstarlces to a particular cla~sification."~~) 

For Toohey J, the key question is whether proximity can he founcl in 
any special relationship hetween the plaintiff a1(1 clefendant, ancl a ~ y  
reliance hy the fonner on the latter. However, again, rather than cleduce 
this from first principles, Toohey J suggests the proceclurally more 
cautious incremental approach3", associated in the past with Brennan J's 
interpretation of the common law metht xi. However, incre~nentalism on 
its own, in novel cases, will not detennine the issue (aside from 

W (1994) 179 CLK 520 at 543 per Mason CJ, Lleane, Dawson, Toohey and Gauhon 
JJ. 
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counselling caution). Rather, close attention must be paid to the 
circumstances of the case and the application of principles in similar, 
previous ciecisions. Thus, Toohey J ,  like the majority, turns to Voli, in 
which an architect's duty to subsequent purchasers, at least as regarcis 
physical injury or clamage, was upheld. Toohey J also notes that the 
terms of the builder's contract may "serve to identify the principles to be 
applied in determining the liability of the b~ilder"~' ,  ancl that a duty of 
care may arise in both contract and tort, and to subsequent owners in tort. 
The relevant contractual circumstances in this case are the commercial 

nature of the original cc)ntract arlcl the acceptance by the builder of the 
neecl to conform to tile standard of a reasonably competent builder. 
Further, the very fact that the appellant was contractually responsible for 
"a structure, the tiefects of which might not reaclily he ascertained by a 
subsequent purchaser c.)f the l~c.)use"'~, lencls weight to a fincling in favour 
c.)f a duty extencling to such later clwners. As regards policy 
consiclerations, Toohey J cites with approval those identified by the 
Supreme Court of New Hampshire in Lempke v ~ a ~ e n a i s " .  He places 
some emphaqis on the importance of buying and owning a house to the 
average citizen, both in terms of the relative value of the asset, and its 
status as accommcxlative home to the hni ly .  Toohey J also draws on the 
policy discussion of the health and safety issues relating to builder's 
liability, in the recent Canadian decision in Winnipeg Condominium 
Corporation, whilst noting that the defects in Bryan v Maloney were not 
such as to endanger safety. It may, however, be arguable that at the time 
of the inadequate construction work, few if any experts, let alone builders, 
cc.)ulcl know whether the defects would manifest themselves in safe, rather 
tllarl unsafe, structural cirunage. Toohey J also comments that in cases of 
nun-dangerous ciefects, especially where the house is old, the plaintiff may 

"I (1995) 128 ALK 163 at 198. 
j2 Id at 198. 
33 These are: that latent ciefects will nc.~t manifest themselves for a cc.)nsiderable time, 

often after the prc.)perty has been sc.)ld tc.) an unsuspecting purchaser; that in a 
mobile society a builder must expect that the house will be sc.)ld within a 
relatively short time; that a subsequent purchaser has little c.)pportunity to inspect 
and little experience and kni~wledge ahvut cc.~nstructic.)n; that the builder already 
owes a duty to the building c.~wner tc.) build in a workmanlike manner; and that 
cc.)nfining rec(.~very tto the first purchaser rnight encourage sham first sales as a 
means of insulating builders frc.)tn liability. 
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finti it harder to prove, on d ~ e  facts, that the defects were caused hy 
inaciequate huilding work, rather than lapse of time or geological ~ a c t o r s . ~  

As wit11 the majority, however, Toohey J's jucigment cc.)ncludes on a 
cautionary note: the plaintiff oriented ciecisic.)~~ in this case is facilitated by 
several uncomplicating factors. First, house was built as a nc.)n- 
commercial, residential builcling. Secontlly, notlling i~npinging on liability 
(such as an exclusion clause) appeared in the contract between the builder 
and the original owner. Thirdly, there was no question of when the cause 
c.)f action vested in the respondent or any issue of limitation of action 
arising therefrom. Nor did Toohey J consicier it necessary to comment on 
the trial judge's view that no further cause of action could vest in owners 
following Maloney, because, at the time of any future purchase, a 
reasonable exanlination would tiisclose the defect in the ft#)tings.'" 
Finally, it shoulci be noted that Toohey J's judgment does not purport to 
deal with liability for defective products. 

The Cautious Dissent: Pure Economic Loss, and the Role of Contract 

Brennan J utters the lone clissent in the case. In his view, the type of 
darnage in issue is pivotal to the legal detennination. The first category 
involves physical danlage to person or property, for which a defendant "is 
ar~d always has been" liable uncier the "paratiig~n application"'6 of 
Donoghue v ~tevenson". The second category consists of pure economic 
loss for wllich a defendant may be liable in negligence uncler principles 
cievelopeci from Hrtllcy Byrnr & Co Ltd v Hrller & Partnrrs ~ t t l . ' ~  To 
Brennan J, there is a particular reason for this distinction: it is not the 
pecuniary character of dunages or even the manner of their calculation, 
but rather the kind of loss or darnage suffered for which the plaintiff 
claims compensation that is relevant. The distinction serves a specific 
purpose in that it distinguishes cases where, in the absence of any 
contrary factor reasonable foreseeability of the kind of danlage actually 
suffered is sufficient to give rise to the defendant's duty of care from 

" (1 995) 128 ALK 163 at 200. 
'' Id at 2(:)0. 
'' Id at 176. 
" [I9321 AC 562. 
" [I9641 AC 465. 
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cases where reasonable foreseeability alone chc~s not give rise to such a 
duty. I11 particular, where the latent defect merely affects the quality of a 
building/chattel, a 'remote' purchaser should not ordinarily have a 
negligence claim against the prcxlucer;" rather, the proper plaintiff, if any, 
is the original owner, as the damage is really done at the time of 
cc.)nstruction/nlarluhcture. In asserting this conservative opinion, he 
reiterates his by now traditional, but alr11ost lone (baning McHugh J) 
stance against proximity, which he considers an ill-defined jutlicial ttxd 
that invites overly broad discretion and hence uncertainty into the law of 
negligence4' 

The second plank to Brennan J's clissent is a contractarian approach. 
For Bre~u~an J a negligence duty (ICES not simply arise inclependently from 
the factual 111atrix that makes up the original contract. Rather, there is a 
need to ensure that the assumed, and knowable risks and obligations that a 
builder may contractually enter into wit11 the original owner can he 
hanllonised with any negligence liability to the original or future owners. 
Clearly, negligence law must respect contract vis-a-vis any claim by the 
original owner and the builder. To Brennan J, it follows that any 
subsequent purchasers should also have their rights tlelirnited by contract 
(presumably the contract of purchase by which they acquired title from 
the previous owner). To do otherwise would raise the possibility of 
anomalies, if builders can contractually limit their liability to tlle original 
owner, yet nlust insure for liability to all future owners. The majority's 
position, he says is "tantamount to the imposition ... of a transmissible 
warranty of quality", a nlatter better left to ~ar l imlent~ ' .  Ultimately, to 
Brennarl J, the clistinction between 'pure' economic loss, and ecc)nomic 
loss consequent on damage to person or property, marks a sensible 
clistinction between the interests to be protected by contract ruld 
negligence. 

How Influential will Bryan v Maloney be? 

111 the area of builders' liability, the courts have prevaricated about 
allocating losses caused by negligent building work and the closely related 
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issue of inspections. Stapleton observes that this area provided a 
"particular focus" for litigation in the United Kingdom in the 1970's and 
1980's, ancl chwacterises these claims as "quality" claims, that is, 
"claims for pure economic loss associated with the acquisition of property 
below the quality expected given the circumstances, such as price."42 It 
waq agreed in Blyan v Maloney that the essential damage to the plaintiff 
was the loss involved in the decrease i11 value of the house, which was 
properly 111easurable by the cost of rectification; moreover, the claim did 
not involve any allegation that the structure was unsafe. The loss could 
thus be seen in as a Stapletonian "quality" claim (indeed, Brennan J, in 
clissent, seemed aciamant that pure economic loss not consequent on any 
physical damage - analogous to buying a defective product - is the only 
way the loss could be categorised). 

In overmli~lg the infamous decisio11 in Anns, the House of Lords 
decided in Murphy v Brentwootl District Council that the cost of 
remedying defects in a building should not be recoverable notwithstanding 
the fact that the defect posed a threat to the health and safety of the 
occupants. By contrast, in the earlier decision in Dutton v Bognor Regis 
~ 1 1 ~ ~ ~  the plaintiff, a subsequent purchaser, had been con~sidered within 
the circle of persons to whom a building inspector owed to a duty of care 
ant1 someone who should have been within the reasonable control of the 
builcling inspector when he examined the foundations of the dwelling the 
plaintiff bought sometime in the future. The cluty to inspect was 
corfiequent upon the "control" factor and hence a "responsibility" was 
attributed to the defendant inspector. Dunciul has cct111mented that this 
"now discredited" decision involved the creation by Lorcl Denning of 
tenrls clesigneci to serve a successful outcome for the It is 
Duncan's view that this case clid not cleal wit11 the sane area as negligent 
misstate~nent. For Duncan, the issue in Dutton was the statutory fu~lction 
of inspection for the purpose of checking compliance with the by-laws, 
rather than the question of negligent issue of a certificate of co~npliiulce 

42 J.Stapletc.)n, Proiluct Liclbility, Rutterwc.)rths, Loncl(.~n, 1994, 142. 
4" [I9721 1 QR 373. 

W.Duncan, "Liability for Defective U-ernises in Queensland" (1990) 11 The 
Que~.nsland Luwycv 8 1 at 137. 
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which "s really another question." For Duncan, the difference between the 
two types of harm is quite clear: the latter is a question of neghgent 
misstatement under the principles in Sun Sebustiun which is better 
"viewed as a particular instance of negligence."45 

Bryun v Maloney's obvious and immediate repercussions are in the 
building industry, it now being quite clear that the cluty of care extencls to 
cover future, foreseeable owners of houses for structural defects even 
those that pose no clear cianger to the safety or structural integrity of the 
dwelling. Less certain is whether such duties extend to non-residential, 
commercial ancl/or investment constructions. Also for debate is the extent 
to which Bryan v Maloney's plaintiff friendly approach will he analogised 
to similar categories outside the strict building decisions (eg the 
construction of a mobile home, or the excavation of tunnels) - although 
xgunients about liability for the mawfacture of chattels in negligence law 
is rendered fairly academic by the broad reach of the manufacturer of 
products' liahility provisions of Part VA of the Trudr Pructices Act 1974 
(ct11)~ 

Consumer Protection 

Bryan v Mr~loncy, however, suggests that Australian courts are prepared 
to recoguse the need for ccnlsumer reclrcss to purchasers of buildings in 
suitable situations. This night he viewecl as a logical progression for the 
neghgence law, given its mtdem genesis in Ilonoghue v Stevenson, which was 
essentially concerned with prtduct liability. The inlplicit view that a defective 
structure is a prcxluct tirat has failecl a quality test lies at the heart of the 
decision in Bryun v Muloncy (notwitkstandling the majority's caveat that the 
jucignent c l t~s  not purport to deal with ~nrulufacturing or chattel liability 
issues). Yet product liability reasonir~g is inlplicit in the juclgnent, anti the 
broad brush references to the "value" of the house. In other worcis, Mrs 
Maloney, in gtxxl faith, purcl~ased a house - a prtduct - that was simply not 
tnacie with the required care, slull ale1 cliligeflce: its construction or 

- 

45 I t l ,  referring to Sun Sehusticlrz Pty Ltd v 7he Minister Adrriinistrrin,o the 
Environrnmtcll Pbnning und Assessment Act (1986) 162 CLK 340 at 354-5. 

Jh 7PA s. 4 defines 'goocis' broadly to include, for example, ships, aircraft, minerals 
nncl trees. 
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 lanu nu facture did not prove workn~mlike, it was not built according to 
reasonable standards; it was not warrantable. 

Furthermore, these were latent clefects. The builder was responsible for a 
structure whose inadequate ftx)tings "might not readily be ascertair~d*~ by a 
subsequent purchaser, particularly one who was a residential owner-cxcupier: 
the ordinary or civilial "co~surner" of houses. The majority's e~nphasis upon 

the in~p)rtance of a house to such buyer's suggests that what night be called a 
"civilian consumer solution" influenced the Court's assessment of the policy 
co~zsicierations that night litnit recovery. This conwner based reasoning is 
articulated particularly clearly by Tc~)hey J, arid is reuIfc)rced by the adoption 
of the policy cc.)~tsitleratio~~s iclentified by Tllayer J in ~ e r n ~ k e ~ .  Of additional 
significance is tlle policy reference to the possibility of bogus first sales a$ a 
means of insulating builders from liability should recovery be co~filed to the 
first purchaser. 

The tievelopment of a distinction between the obligations of private 
tiefendarlts such as builders, contractors arid architects on the one hand, and 
those of ltxal public autllorities on the other, now 1cx)ks ciistinctly likely. The 
eIllergence of such a distinction hias recently been observed in relation to New 
~ealanci.~' The purpose served by such a clistinction could, of course, be tc:) 
advance the interests of consunlers vis a vis parties such as builders 3.11~1 

architects while reuhlg in the liability of lcxal authorities which 1~as caused the 
court,$ so rrluch disquiet. While this distinction has been largely ercxieci in 
England clue to the effect of the House of Lords: decision$ hl D & F Estates 
Ltrl (concerning the liability of private defenclants) and Murphy (concenlir~g 
lccal autllorities), it rernahzs extremely significant in New Zealand, Ca~acla 
and Australia. 

It nligllt also be suggested tl~at there is a move~nent in En@and tc~) ,  tl~at 
tnay lead to a mtxftication of the Enghsh approach, given the decisiotts of the 

17 (1995) 128 ALK 163 at 198 per Tc.)ohey J. 
W Which include the fincling that the qualifications anrl positic.~n c.)f builclers 

gene~ally,  who havz superior knc.~wledge, skill anrl experience, make them better 
placed tc.) avc.)id, evaluate ancl guard against the financial and other risks of 
clefzcts. ' LN.Duncan Wallace, "No Somersault After Murphy: New Zealand Follows Canada" 
(1995) 11 1 LQR 285. 
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House of Lords in White v ~ones,s" Henderson v Merrett ~ ~ n d i c a t e s ~ '  alcl 
S p r i n ~  v Gurirrlian ~ssurunce,'~ al l  of which advanced the interests of 
irlcliviciual consumer, investment or worlung plaintiffs at the expense of private 
ciefenchlts. However, in the recent clecision in X (Minors) v Becgordshire 
C o u n ~  council"' the House of LorcLs ciid not cttuntenance a ehty of care on 
the part of the ltcal autllority in relation to the protection and eclucation of 
clllclren, altl~ough it ciid recogrise a cluty to exercise reasc.nxtble skill and care 
on the part of the eclucatiorral psychologists arlcl tlle staff'of the lccal autl~ority 
(for WIIOIII it would of course be liable under the principles of vicarious 
liability). The House emphasised the policy reasons for denying a duty of care 
(m the part of the ltcal authority in relation to such stzial welfare obligations, 
which indicates that if there is to he a change under Enghsh law, it will be a 
slow process involving cccasio~ral liability owed by private ciefendmts. 

Atlotller interesting aspect to tile decision in Blyan v Malonty concents tlle 
cccasio)r~al use by the courts of tlle law as a means of developing, in the wortis 
of Duncan Wallace, "dcctrinal and legislative systelns of housing c~ntro~l ' '~~.  
Duncan Wallace points to the genesis of this approach in tlle 1970's following 
the 1972 ciecision in Dutton in which Lorel Denning presided over the Court of 
Appeal. 

Protection of Vulnerable Private Citizens? 

Again, Stapleton provides an interesting perspective on the recent 
cievelopments in tlis area of law by elmwing attention to the increasing 
significance of questions of 'who had tlle best opportunity to forcsee mi 
avoid die loss'!' to the court's ultimate decision. Stapleton phrases d is  in 
tenns of "deterrence", arid sees the issue a$ paparticularly unportant to tlle 
liability of "peripheral parties"s5. She mles that the recent case law clealing 
with economic loss in the tort of negbgence ~niglt he interpreted as lading in 
the ctirection of "a refixussing of e~~title~nents in this tort in favour of private 

[I9951 1 AllEK691. 
(1994) 3 WLK 761. 

5"1994] 3 All EK 129. 
I19951 3 All EK 353. 

Y D.Wallace above 11.49 at 285. 
55 J.Stapletc.)n, "Duty of Care: Peripheral Parties and Alternative C)pportunities for 

Deterrence" (1995) 1 1 1 LQR 301. 
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citizens'"', where that tenn is used to describe individual people not acting in 
pursuit of profit. Curiously, in thus view, even critics of  restraint it1 this area 
night be persuaded of a morally supportable reason for conthing liability, by 
distin~wisl~lg more clearly tlle 'vulnerable' plaintiff from the plaintiff who 
'should have known better'. Recent (appellate level) judicial conservatism in 
tlle face of novel tort clainls might actually sig~al more than an indiscrinhte 
attenipt t o  hold hack the fltxxigates, for other more siguficant symbolism may 
he at work as part of an atte~lipt to use the law for stxially justifiahle e~xB: 

If directed, for example, principally at the denial of tort protection 
to corrunercial profit-seekers who are disappointed by their 
activities in the market-place, it could well be an apprcxtch 
consistent with the focus on injured private citizens which 
characterised pro-compensaticm aadvcxates of the 1970s. If so, 
then even those strongly influenced by that legacy might now 
also see some point in trying to elucidzte coherent restraining 
principles if these are likely to reorient the focus of tort law on the 
protection of vulnerable private citizens.57 

In elaborating upon this perspective, Stapleton clraws attention tc) the 
increasing hostility of the courts to claims of vulnerability by plaintiffs who 
lave suffereci eco~w)nic loss because they chose to rely upon the neghgent 
advice of defenclrults where they had aciequate (if not necessarily as g c ~ d )  
meam of checking the information themselves. The decision of the Privy 
Cwncil in Yuen Kun-You v Attorney-G'cweral of Hong ~ o n g ' ~  was explicitly 
reasone~l from this preinise. hl the constructio11 field, Stapleton contends that 
th~s reasoning could have provided the 'missing link' to the tlecision of the 
Court of &peal in Richardson v West Linclsty District ~ounciP" and 
"ho Aster& the outco~~ie" in ~ u r ~ h ~ . ~  

Wule this requirement to halance the responsibility of the builder with the 
capacity of the purchaser to engage in self-protective measures can be applied 
to, and acct)mnlcxlate, Bryun v Mulonq, broader consickrations seem to 

56 Id  at 302. 
57 Id  at 303. 
58 [198X] AC 175 at 195. 
" [I9901 1 WLK 522. 

J.Stapleton ubove 11.55 at 308. 
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ullclerpin the A~ltipcdean approach. Both Bvun v Mulonty ancl the recerlt 
New Zealand Court of Appeal decision of Invercurgill City Council v 
~amlin"'  assess the fact situation from a relatecl hut sotnewhat ctifferent 
collsumer perspective. In Inver~ar~qill the court e~llphasiseci the socio-political 
context of hwwse-huilclir~g anel llo11le-buying in New Zealanel where the 
"ohtairlir~g of surveyors or engineers reports hy house purchasers is virtually 
~1lkIlOwn'~~ 

For Stapleton, applyiilg the self protection arg.unent in the corwtruction 
fielci readily acco~~mlc~iates Enghsh tiecisions such as Currun v Northern 
Irehnd Co-Ownership Housing Association ~ t d 6 ~  wluch held that 110 cluty 
was owed by a public authority to a successor in title even though the case, 
like Richarclson and Murphy, involved a private citizen claim ancl a clwelling 
at the mtdest encl of the housing market. The decisions in Scully v Southern 
Health und Social Services Bour(4 and Vun Oppen v Trustees of the 
Berlforrl ~ h u r i t y ~ ~ a r e  explained as cconlplernentary to tlle principle: in Scully, 
the House of Lor& held tlat an e111ployer was under a duty to take reasonable 
steps to bring the terms of that e~~lployment agreement to the attention of its 
employees, where they coulcl not reaso~ably be expected to be aware d thtxse 
terms unless clrawn to their attention. The derual of the duty in Van Oppen can 
he explair~ecl fro111 the perspective tlat risk was or ucould easily lave beer1 
appreciated by the plaintiff, "even if only a private c i t i~en."~ The "harsh 
application" the principle in Reid v Rush & Tornpkins Group P~c,~' where a 
fiincial relationslip (as in Scally) existed between the parties is explicable 
ti0111 both the self protection and the legalistic perspective. Accorciing to 
Stapleton, ''In the light of the plaintiffs' opportunities to avoicl the risk in such 
cases, the ciefenciants can be seen as merely peripheral in a causal sense.'*' 

The situation is seen ctifferently in situations where the plaintiff has heen 
aware of the risk anti bargained atlei paid for protection against it from the 

[I9941 3 NZLK 513. 
Id at 530, per Casey J. 
[I9871 AC 718. 
[I9921 1 AC 294. 
[1990] 1 WLK 235. 
J.Stapleton ubove n.55 at 309. 
[I9901 1 WLK 212. 
J.Stapleton c~bove n.55 at 309. 
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defendant. Such cases (eg Smith v Eric S are not cases where no duty 
should be found because the plaintiff has failed to take self-protective 
measures, " k a u s e  the payment elevates the adviser from peripheral to a 
principal causal status"70. 

Whilst a notion such as 'vulnerability' may both seem to elide with the 
post breach of tfuty issue of contributory neghgence, and offer &ne of the 
certainty or con$trahts on judicial cliscretion ancl values that opponents of 
proximity crave, it may offer a useful and realistic organising theme around 
which seemingly irreconcilable decisions can he untlerstcxxl 




